[Activity of rabbit's neocortical and hippocampal neurons in orienting-exploratory behavior and freezing].
By plotting autocorrelation histograms, the character of impulsation of neurons in bilateral derivations from cortical visual and somatosensory areas and hippocampal field CA1 was studied in rabbits during free behavior under the influences of emotional stimuli. During active orienting-exploratory reaction of rabbits, most cortical and hippocampal neurons manifested bursting discharges and theta-frequency oscillation (predominantly 4-5 Hz in cortex and 4-5, 6-7 in hyppocampus). During freezing, as compared with active locomotor reaction, the number of neurons with equiprobabilistic discharges increased; in impulsation of neurons with periodicity, the intensity of delta-frequency oscillation increased (predominantly 2-4 Hz) but theta-frequency oscillation decreased. The number of neurons with delta-frequency oscillation during freezing was greater then in calmly sitting rabbits.